
A web-based archive will document,
protect and support the more than 100
languages spoken in one of Europe’s most
diverse cities.

Professor Yaron Matras from the School of
Languages, Linguistics and Cultures says the site
will for the first time provide detailed
information on Manchester’s linguistic culture.

Languages spoken in Manchester include
Aramaic, Armenian, Bengali, French, Kurdish,
Polish, Punjabi, Romani, Somali, Yiddish, Yoruba
and Urdu.

Professor Matras said: “Around two thirds of
Mancunian schoolchildren are bilingual – a huge
figure which indicates just how precious our
linguistic culture is.

“This initiative will encourage communities to
maintain their heritage languages at home and
in their businesses without being compromised
by the ever-present English.

The site has been contributed to by University of
Manchester linguistics students and already
contains reports on some of the languages
spoken in Manchester.

Professor Matras added: “So little data on this
area is available – but we do know that in
Manchester’s schools, 65 different languages
are spoken.

“This project is a unique response to the
challenges of a multicultural and multilingual
environment. We hope it will help inspire
others to celebrate Manchester’s cultural and
linguistic diversity.”

To access the archive visit:
http://mlm.humanities.manchester.ac.uk

Archive safeguards
Manchester’s
“precious” mix of
languages

The Manchester Museum has unveiled 
its £400,000 groundbreaking Living
Worlds gallery.

The radical shift in the Museum’s relationship
to its audience sees a move away from
traditional academic collecting towards a more
experiential and campaigning approach.

The result is a reinvention of one of the
Museum’s key gallery spaces which
encourages audience debate and
interconnectivity with the outside world.

It sees the Museum’s mammals gallery
transformed by an award-winning European
events company, villa eugé"nie, whose previous
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Museum showcases the Living World
projects include catwalk productions for
fashion icons like Chanel and Dior.

Henry McGhie, Head of Collections at the
Museum, commented: “We are trying to get
people beyond thinking of the environment as
an ‘issue’, but to connect their lives with
nature for their health and well being, as much
as for the good of the environment. Living
Worlds will encourage them to explore their
own ideas about how they would like the
world to be.”

The project has been supported by several
generous funders: the North West
Development Agency, the Department for
Culture, Media and Sport, and the Wolfson
Museum and Galleries Improvement Fund.

To find out more about this exhibition visit:
www.livingworlds.co.uk
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